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Introduction (Hypothesis and aims) 

As one of the simplest transmitting factors of power; gears are used in parallel shaft 
in gearboxes. Because gearbox in MF285 tractor does not need to change gear when 
moving, so it is sliding gear type and power transmission is done by simple gears. In 
this study, generated stress values in both of involved gears together was calculated 
using Von-Mises theory, maximum stress values were estimated by ANSYS 
WORKBENCH 11 and safety factor was obtained in appropriate with those points. 

Highlights 

► Considering conducted analysis and also F.S values, it can be concluded that in 
edge of these gears is more failure than the rest. 

► Results showed that by increasing numbers of gear, maximum stress value will 
increase. 
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Other Information (including tables and figures) 

In this study, first, 3D model of gearbox in MF285 tractor was made in 
SOLIDWORK 2010 and additional software Geartrax 2010 and then made model 
was examined by finite elements approach in ANSYS WORKBENCH 11. 

Following Figure shows the values of Von- Mises stress distribution in gears(first 
gear). As can be seen, the stress is maximum at the points shown in figure. 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Von-Mises stress distribution at the first gear. 

 

Importance 

As one of the transmitting factors of power, it has vast applications in industry and 
engineering field. It is possible to modify gear teeth and make some optimal points in 
teeth. In other words, smoothing and staying clean of contact edges is considered 
more to determine failure point, surface and bending stresses in analysis. 


